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Latest News

The Rise and Lies of Carly Crutchfield
Wednesday, 04 May 2011 22:20

The story of Carly and her history is a convoluted mess (and she herself admits it), taking a great deal of research to discern
and sort out the truth from the untruths.  The final reality is very simple, with little real achievement that can be verified in the
end.

Read more to find out what we discovered!

Read more... Comments (66)
 

Carly Crutchfield Censorship Attempt
Friday, 20 May 2011 19:50

Carly Crutchfield has again employed the services of yet another lawyer Cain Sarah from Eakin McCaffery Cox to try and have
Carly Crutchfield Exposed advertising and links removed from Google in an attempt to silence her victims and suppress the truth on
this site.  Cain Sarah claims Carly Crutchfield Exposed is not only an attack on Carly Crutchfield and CCORP but on Scientology as
well.

Read more... Comments (23)
 

Response to Carly's video
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Carly Crutchfield
comes out swinging ...
with lies

Todays
article in
The
Telegraph

Wednesday, 04 May 2011 00:00

Here's the more detailed response to Carly Crutchfield's accusations regarding the Redcliffe property development. Contrast Carly Crutchfield's
claims with the evidence presented here and you'll probably wonder why she doesn't just quit the pretence about being a property developer and
indulge herself in her true passion ... perhaps she too can become a fiction writer like Hubbard!

Read more... Comments (17)
 

ACCC and ASIC Enquiry Into Carly Crutchfield
Thursday, 05 May 2011 14:12

The ACCC and ASIC received a comprehensive 15 page letter of complaint from Senator Nick Xenophon on behalf of Larmie Musson urging them
to conduct a thorough investigation of Carly Crutchfield, Steve Fagan, Yza Canja, CCORP and related entities.  CCE brings you further
details about the enquiries in to Carly Crutchfield, Ccorp and related entities.

Read more... Comments (49)
 

Carly Crutchfield dumped by WISE
Wednesday, 04 May 2011 22:15

In 2009, Carly Crutchfield was one of the keynote speakers at the World Institute of Scientology Enterprises' Success Summit, a
private event for WISE members, their employees, and guests, and Scientologists. Held on  Hamilton Island resort, this
Scientologist businessman extravaganza is part pep talk and part recruiting exercise.

Read more... Comments (14)
 

Carly Crutchfield comes out swinging ... with lies
Wednesday, 30 March 2011 11:32

[see above for the full response]
 

CCE are currently consulting with the victims and will publish their response in the near future.  We look forward to your
comments in the meantime.

 
Comments (107)
 

Carly’s Failed Subterfuge
Tuesday, 12 April 2011 21:33

Carly Crutchfield could barely conceal her complacent grin as she arrived at the Medina Hotel in Brisbane, confident that this time
she had outsmarted her ‘foes’.  As Carly checked in she almost snarled at the staff and seemed impatient.  Perhaps she could still
recall her last trip to Brisbane — complete with time spent hiding in the toilet to avoid an interview with Brian Seymour?

But had she really outsmarted her foes?  Read more to find out!
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CCE has all
the info! Click
to view.

Click on

The email
revealing the
true location of
the seminar.

Read more... Comments (81)
 

Carly's Bootcamp Flop
Friday, 08 April 2011 21:21

Sources at Carly's first Pro Develop Bootcamp for 2011 say it was meticulously planned with heightened security (in CCE's honour)
and high expectations from Carly that this event alone would generate hundreds of thousands of dollars in desperately needed revenue
for her extravagant lifestyle followed by perhaps the payment of outstanding accounts.  Unfortunately for Carly, things didn't work
out as planned ...

Read more... Comments (84)
 

Senior CCORP Staff Quit!!
Friday, 08 April 2011 21:10

As CCORP continues to take a hammering from unhappy clients, CCE and the media, key staff are resigning in droves including Christelle Van
Straaten, Chris Gordon and now Corey Budd to name a few.

Will anyone be left to turn off the lights?
 

Read more... Comments (45)
 

Carly and Yza hide in toilet
Friday, 25 March 2011 14:02

Carly Crutchfield, Yza Canja and their

On the 6th of March Carly flew into Brisbane ready to secure more victims at the 2011 Brisbane Home Show and flew out hours later escorted out of
the Home Show by the police in disgrace.

Read more... Comments (58)
 

Steve Fagan Carly's mentor exposed by Jenman
Friday, 25 March 2011 15:15

Steve Fagan, (Carly's mentor) according to Neil Jenman's latest article is "The sort of spruiker who gives spruikers a bad name".

Read about one of Stephen Fagan's victims who one of many we have since found that were ripped off buying properties off the plan through
Princeton which later became CCORP ...

Read more... Comments (83)
 

Carly's "F#@k that shit" secret email
Tuesday, 25 January 2011 00:00

Carly Crutchfield of CCORP forwarded this internal email to her staff the morning after she was exposed on Today Tonight as a fraud.
CCE received this from her employees who told us they'd been hoping to receive an intelligent explanation from Carly and had received
this disappointing email instead.

Read more... Comments (26)
 

Carly Crutchfield Self Proclaimed Development Guru destroying more lives
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Carly's new web
site!

Kylee
Van der
Torre Ccorp
General
Manager

Carly Crutchfield, CEO of CCORP and high ranking scientologist has been publicly exposed on Today Tonight for defaulting on a contract she
entered into twelve months ago with a Brisbane woman Larmie Musson (with video). Larmie Musson gives us an insiders view on what it's like
doing a deal with Carly Crutchfield, what happened and exactly what went wrong.

Read more... Comments (38)
 

Explosive Carly Crutchfield Leak
This shocking document was leaked to us and has been verified as an internal Scientology report used by Scientologists to report
unethical behaviour or issues of concern with fellow members of the organisation.  Our source advised that there is nothing on file
indicating that Carly was ever held accountable by Scientology for her reprehensible actions below.  Is it any wonder Carly Crutchfield
thinks her current conduct is perfectly acceptable, given her past? 

"Carly and I have been friends for around 3 years and over the years I have observed some incidents. ...

Read more... Comments (65)
 

Insider Leaks Carly's New Strategy!
While Carly Crutchfield escaped to America for the last month her 'crisis management team' have been hard at work
salvaging what remains of CCORP.  With Carly's reputation in tatters, (removed as speaker form Think and Grow Rich
seminars, Your Property Investment Magazine publicly disassociating and cancelling her articles and CCE gaining
momentum) radical action was required .....

So what do you think Carly will do?  Make amends?  Rectify her business ethics? Or just apply a new coat of paint and hope
for the best???

Click the Read More button to find out!

Read more... Comments (35)
 

Carly Crutchfield Wrecks Penthouse...
We bring you the contents of a posting on Ripoff Report on the 18th February 2011 and we are reprinting it here as the
address and incident correlates with information we have published in our "Explosive Carly Leak" article.

"Carly Crutchfield, Scammed me for not paying rent.  Carly Crutchfield rented my penthouse apartment off me ...

Read more... Comments (21)
 

The proof you've been asking for ...
Here's the legal documents that prove Carly Crutchfield defaulted on a legally binding contract. Larmie Musson responds to  the
earlier article by Alan Wardell on his investigation and leaves no doubt that Carly and her staff have been misrepresenting the whole
Redcliffe deal.

Read more... Comments (90)
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Ccorp is hiring!

March 2011
edition of Your
Investment
Property
Magazine

Carly
Crutchfield
legal love letter

CCE is Hiring!
CCE thank applicants for their interest in these positions and will now review all applications. 
At Carly Crutchfield Exposed (CCE) we have been overwhelmed by the response from our viewers and need to expand our team due to our increased
workload.

CCE  is an organisation which is making a real difference in people's lives by exposing unethical conduct in an unregulated industry.

Read more... Comments (39)
 

Your Investment Property Magazine Acts
Carly Crutchfield was featured in the March 2011 edition, and in response to the outcry of CCE readers we received the following
statement from YIP magazine... "Hi guys. While I do not work in editorial side of this magazine, I am the sales manager and we have
had a team meeting today and would like to ...

Read more... Comments (16)
 

Looking for Work? Carly Crutchfield is Hiring!
Sales Representative / SALES SPRUIKER
Are you sales driven, hungry and committed to getting results.

 You need to be ruthless, predatory and believe the end justifies the means.
Do you have a good production record and are looking to join a market leading company. 

 Leading RIPOFF seminar scamming company
Click on Read More below to read our ammended version!
Read more... Comments (12)
 

“Well to be completely honest with you...
From Alan Wardell to the CCE Team:

I wanted to send this to your website in the hope that you can contact Ms Musson and have her comment on the claims that have been made about her
below.

Recently I was sent a link to a website run by Think and Grow Rich (Stuart Zadel).  They are advertising seminars all over Australia and their
‘experts’ who are speaking at these seminars include people like Rick Otton, Carly Crutchfield, Daniel Kertcher Paul Blackburn to name a few.  I
proceeded to carry out some due diligence and research.

Read more... Comments (42)
 

Stuart Zadel continues to endorse Carly because...
Thursday, 27 January 2011 00:53

“She sells like crazy ... she’ll make you (Stuart Zadel) look good and she’ll make you (Stuart Zadel) lots of money” says one of his other speakers
Paul Blackburn.  Haven’t we been saying that all along?  Who can deny that Carly Crutchfield ‘sells like crazy’?  That’s her expertise, spruiking not
property developing.

Read more... Comments (19)
 

Carly in a nutshell? Tell us what you think.
Wednesday, 26 January 2011 22:42

The attached document is the letter that was received on the 4th of January by carlycrutchfieldexposed’s original data centre,
threatening urgent legal action if this site wasn’t taken down.  As you’ll see Carly’s latest lawyers go to great lengths (A-P) to outline
what Carly alleges are defamatory statements made about herself on this site.  We’re not sure why they stopped at ‘P’?  Perhaps Carly
ran out of accusations, money or adjectives?

Read more... Comments (12)
 

63 year old widow left homeless by Carly Crutchfield (Ccorp)
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Select Read More to reveal part two of the video.
Larraine Bell from Thornlands had already suffered major trauma and loss by the time she had met Steve Fagan an employee of CCORP acting on
behalf of Carly Crutchfield. Ccorp were aware of her losses and promised her a better future.
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